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ABSTRACT Object detection systems based on deep learning have been immensely successful in
complex object detection tasks images and have shown potential in a wide range of real-life applications
including the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the key challenges in containing and mitigating the infection
among the population is to ensure and enforce the proper use of face masks. The objective of this paper
is to detect the proper use of facial masks among the urban population in a megacity. In this study, we
trained and validated a new dataset to detect images such as ‘with mask’, ‘without mask’, and ‘mask
not in position’ using YOLOv5. The dataset is comprised of 6550 images with the three classes. The
dataset attained a commendable performance accuracy of 95% on mAP. This study can be implemented
for automated scanning for monitoring the proper use of face masks in different settings of public spaces.

KEYWORDS Mask detection; Object detection; Image classification; YOLOv5; COVID-19; Pandemic.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was first iden-
tified in Wuhan, China, in 2019, and eventually

widespread globally to turn out to be the 5th recorded
pandemic since the pandemic in 1918. Almost two years
after COVID-19 was first identified, there were more than
two hundred million identified cases and over 4.6 million
deaths. In the early days, following the implementation of
special efforts to absorb the virus, the situation in Wuhan
became more delicate. China used to record dozens of new
cases per day at the start of the outbreak, but that number
had dropped to a few dozen by the end of March. On the
other hand, cases in Europe were rapidly increasing day by
day, with Italy recording over 250 deaths within a day. As
a result, the WHO determined on March 13th that Europe
had become the pandemic’s epicenter. The United States
also proclaimed a state of emergency on the same day.

To combat the pandemic, severe precautions have been
implemented in various locations around the world. Social
distancing, Face-mask usage, and tour regulations, as well

as recommendations on proper handwashing practices, were
reintroduced [1]. However, because those tactics were only
projected to slow the virus’s spread, scientists realized that a
vaccine would be required to overcome the pandemic. Social
distancing techniques were maintained by staying at home,
averting crowded areas, the use of no-touch greetings, and
bodily distancing people from others [2]. Some governments
were mandating and restricting social distancing during the
outbreak. On the other hand, the use of a face mask alone
was not sufficient to provide appropriate safety against the
virus but proper use of the mask began to be practiced
worldwide as the virus spread over droplets [3].

One of the main challenges in the process of overcoming
the virus spread was detecting the patients and understand-
ing the nature of the virus where machine learning and arti-
ficial intelligence have been very useful tools and means to
fight against the virus [4]. The machine learning algorithms
also had a huge impact on contact tracing of the infected,
predicting and forecasting the infection rate as well as drug
development research for the Covid-19 pandemic [5]. But
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it was never easy to implement models that use human or
object detection, though some systems were already there,
new systems still had to be built. Automatic detection of
humans in thermal imaging using YOLO was already there
[6]. High-quality detection on generic and specific object
datasets using Cascade R-CNN was already available [7].
The detection of facemask and human faces is superior
and faster using YOLO, which is useful in detecting Social
Distancing violations [8]. But after the pandemic happened,
since 2020, research work on mask detection based on
machine learning algorithms has skyrocketed. The YOLO-
ASC approach was proposed which allows the detection
of objects more accurately even without a background in
real-time [9]. YOLO could also be improved in terms
of predicting the absolute distance of objects using only
information from a monocular camera with an inference
speed of 45 frames per second [10]. Detecting the human
faces was also achievable using the Viola-Jones algorithm.
The distance between individuals’ was measured to check if
people are maintaining social distance [11]. Edge-AI algo-
rithm was proposed to build technology-oriented solutions
for detecting mask usage in moving human objects, which
could be applied not only in pandemic times but also to
general problems in society and healthcare systems [12].
Not only detecting mask usage or social distancing, but
Cascade VGGCOV19-NET architecture also improved the
already existing automatic detection of COVID-19 cases
from X-ray images [13]. Six different versions of the
YOLO object detection algorithm (YOLOv3, YOLOv3-tiny,
YOLOv4, YOLOv4-tiny, YOLOv5x, and YOLOv5s) were
already evaluated for real-time bunch detection and counting
in grapes [14]. YOLO was also used to detect the hottest
temperatures in the regions of interest (ROIs) of the human
face in thermographic images, to identify the febrile states
in humans [15].

But one of the main challenges of working with machine
learning algorithms is, that to train the machine, a huge
amount of data is needed, in this case, it can be footage of
masked and unmasked people. Creating a dataset was the
main challenge of our project. We gathered thousands of
real-life data to create our dataset. We emphasized more
on data quality more than machine learning models as
they (models) already exist, and the quality of the dataset
determines the final accuracy. The uniqueness of our project
is, that we did not just classify masked and unmasked but
also the proper usage of face-mask; that means our system
can also detect if a person is wearing the mask properly.
We have used YOLOv5 and YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, and
YOLOv5m pre-trained models.

The organization of the paper is the following: This paper
starts with the introduction section which briefly portrays the
history of Covid-19, its severity of it, and the challenges the
world is going through because of it followed by an outline
of our study and its significance. It also talks about the
solutions and steps that were taken to overcome the situation
and how machine learning and artificial intelligence had

an impact on it, which we also used for this project.
Next, it has the literature review which includes relevant
information regarding past research work on this matter.
After the Literature review section, it tells about the dataset
and methodology followed by results and conclusions which
summarize the whole project. Finally, the references used
for this research work can be found in the last part.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the field of image processing and computer vision,
datasets always play a vital role. Because accuracy and
loss mostly depend on the dataset, model, fine-tuning, and
so on. But, if someone wants to implement a new dataset
that is related to a new perspective, then definitely data is
more important. Moreover, it is also important how one can
use and implement the dataset for machine-level processing.
Furthermore, an appropriate and efficient model is also
important alongside the dataset, because the model will learn
from the data and show the accuracy, loss, and the final
inference result based on the dataset.

In image classification, it is more important that how
can a model identify objects from the dataset. There are
different types of image classification models available, but
among them, YOLO is mostly popular. In the paper [16], the
authors implement a YOLOv5 model for measuring social
distancing and social restrictions. Because social distancing
understandably plays a crucial role in slowing down the
infection rate. Moreover, for their implementation, they used
the Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset along with
200,000 images and 80 classes. In the paper [17], the authors
propose the corrected annotations of the Singapore Maritime
Dataset (SMD) dataset with DNN algorithms and introduce
a new dataset name is SMD-Plus. To extend, they also
implemented the YOLOv5 model along with the SMD-Plus
dataset for object detection and classifications.

The paper [18] utilized a dataset that is a combination of
WIDER-FACE and MAFA for medical face mask detection.
That dataset belongs to 7,959 images along with two classes,
a covered face, and an uncovered face. For that research,
they used the YOLOv4 framework and gained 99.98%
accuracy during the training and testing. Furthermore, in
the paper [19] the authors showed a real-time face mask
detection system using a Tiny-YOLOv4 model. They imple-
mented the Kaggle face mask dataset for their investigation.
For the face mask detection based on transfer learning and
modeled with PP-YOLO [20], the author used Pascal VOC
standard dataset which contains 7959 images and 16,635
annotations. They achieved the mask detection mAP of
that model is 86.69%. These papers report the benchmark
performances for this task and we carry our investigation
by drawing inspiration from these works.

A device called a face mask detector was installed at
Politeknik Negeri Batam for real-time face mask detection
using YOLO V4 deep learning algorithm [21]. In this work
[22], the approach used to detect face masks achieved high
accuracy. It had a 96% classification and detection accuracy.
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In the paper [23], they replaced Mask-R-CNN with You
only look once (YOLO) to increase the real-time processing
speed without losing the accuracy. YOLO is also a more
efficient model. The paper [24] shows that, on the self-
made verification set, the algorithm’s mAP is 86.92 percent,
and the preset process may be accomplished in the actual
identification process by operating the robot. Two state-of-
the-art object detection models, YOLOv3 and faster R-CNN
were used to achieve the accuracy in the paper [25]. It
proposed a technique that drew bounding boxes around the
faces, based on the presence of the mask, and kept a record
of the ratio of mask usage.

Two different datasets containing masked and unmasked
images were combined in one dataset in the research [26].
To achieve better accuracy, the best number of anchor
boxes was calculated by mean IoU. The highest average
precision percentage was 81%. In the paper [27], researchers
proposed a new system using a YOLOv4 object detector that
integrated tiny YOLO v4 with spatial pyramid pooling (SPP)
module and an additional YOLO detection layer. The dataset
had more than 50,000 images. The paper [28] was also
based on YOLO-v4, but with an improved CSPDarkNet53
into the trunk feature extraction network to reduce the
computing cost of the network and improve the learning
ability of the model. The model in [29] used the Keras,
Tensor-flow, and OpenCV methods. They used two datasets,
with and without a facemask. A Raspberry- PI camera was
used which captured the live streaming video and converted
them into images, which were later used as the data. The
paper [30] talks about Darknet which is also used for object
detection which is an open source neural network framework
written in the C and CUDA programming languages. The
Jetson Nano is a System On Module (SoM) and developer
kit from the Nvidia Jetson family. Finally the system used in
the paper [31], can distinguish the detected faces with three
labels as with a mask, without a mask, and mask worn in-
correctly, similarly to our work, and achieve a mean Average
Precision (mAP) of 87.94%. A lot of work had already been
done in the improvement of object detection using YOLO
and other systems. However, there are limitations in every
system. Our work focused more on the proper usage of face
masks with a better detection rate.

III. DATASET
Nowadays data is an important part of our life. From the
morning until late at night we use and depend on lots
of types of data. For doing research it is more important
to collect and choose relevant data. In general, for doing
research the priority of data is almost 60% but in the
industry field that rate is almost 90% [32-33]. Apart from
that, we can understand how important data is in our real-life
problems and find out their solutions. We can collect data
from various sources and implement them to solve real-life
problems.

At present, in the backdrop of the COVID-19 outbreak,
the topmost priority in our life is to bring about appropriate

Figure 1. Samples of the proposed dataset for unmasked
faces

Figure 2. Samples of the proposed dataset for masked faces

lifestyle changes to mitigate the transmission and severity
of the infection. Wearing a mask in public places has
become an imperative civil practice so much so that judicial
interventions are imposed where the practice of wearing
a mask appropriately is not followed. Many public places
including shopping malls, public transportation, offices,
educational premises, and so on do not allow admittance
without wearing a mask. So, the monitoring of face mask
practices on public premises is an integral civil practice
now. In our paper, we have introduced a new dataset named
Covid Face-Mask Monitoring Dataset [34]. Our main focus
is to detect whether people wearing face masks or not in the
streets and crowded public domains. Moreover, it is noted
that a few people do not wear masks properly which is
as bad as not wearing masks at all and contribute to the
spreading of infection is harmful to other. So, we posit to
detect the proper wearing of face masks as well. Moreover,
in the perspective of a densely populated country such as
a large number of the population try to avoid the covid
rules and regulations and they have no intention to use
facial masks [34]. This malpractice regarding aversion to
using face-masks is commonly noticed in the walking street,
bus stops, street tea stalls, foot-over bridges, and at similar
public places in the country.

Our proposed dataset contains 6,550 images and those
images were collected from the walking street, bus stop,
street tea stall, foot-over bridge, and so on. We used personal
cell phones and DSLRs for collecting frames and adding
them to our final dataset. We have also planned to collect
images from similar public places using an action camera or
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Table 1. Resizing and Formation of Dataset

No of frames File Format Image Dimension Class Size
6550 JPG 1080× 720 3

CCTV surveillance camera. But, in Bangladesh, most public
places lack CCTV coverage. CCTV surveillance cameras are
mostly used in educational institutions, shopping complexes,
hospitals, and offices where using a mask is mandatory.
But the scope of our investigation is to incorporate multiple
perspectives and vantage points of monitoring wearing face
masks. in our dataset, there are three classes which are 1.
Mask, 2. No Mask, and 3. Mask not in position.

We represented the sample images of our dataset in Fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3. In Figure 1, we represented the unmasked
faces of people from the dataset as we previously described
that in our dataset three types of classes exist. Furthermore,
in Figure 2 we represented peoples images who are wearing
masks properly. In the end, in Figure 3 we represented those
people who are wearing the mask but not correctly and that
is harmful to others people.

Figure 3. Samples of the proposed dataset for masked but
not weared in correct position of faces

We classified the full dataset into three classes and we
resized the whole dataset in a fixed image dimension format.
The dimension of the images is 1080 × 720 pixels. We
selected 5,750 images for training purposes and 800 images
for validation purposes. All the frame formats are set as JPG,
and the data formats, image dimensions, their resolutions,
and bit depth are presented in Table 1. We used LabelImg
tools for the labeling of the whole self-made dataset. During
the dataset labeling, we implemented class 0 for mask, class
1 for no mask, and class 2 for mask not in position.

IV. METHOD
You Only Look Once (YOLO) is one of the fastest and
most popular algorithms for object detection. YOLO is
more popular than others because it has remarkable learning
capability, accuracy, and training speed. It has been used in
various types of applications such as detection of the traffic
light, object detection, mask detection, car plate detection,
and so on. YOLO mainly works depending on residual
blocks, bounding box, and intersection over union [9-10].

There are many improvements from the YOLO to
YOLOv5. In YOLO, it was mainly responsible for object

Figure 4. Model architechture of YOLOv5

detections and loss of confidence. But, in YOLOv2 K-Means
with anchor added. Moreover, YOLOv2 also added a fully
convolutional neural network system along with two stages
of training. On the other hand, in the YOLOv3 multi-scale
detection using FPN was added. To extend, the YOLOv4
also added new features like SPP, the activation function of
MISH, data enhancements using Mosaics, loss function, and
so on. Finally, YOLOv5 came with flexible control of the
model, data enhancement, and application of the Hardswish
activation function [16].

We implemented YOLOv5 for our proposed dataset
which was used for the facial mask detection system.
YOLOv5 family has three different architecture blocks, and
they are backbone, neck, and head. YOLOv5 backbone
mainly employs CSPDarknet as the backbone of extraction
features from the image dataset using a partial network.
In addition, if we give concern on the YOLOv5 neck,
then we see that uses for the PANet to generate pyramids
feature network [9]. To extend, it performs aggregation on
the feature and then passes it towards the head for the
predictions. And YOLOv5 head has layers that can generate
predictions from the anchor boxes for the detection objects.
For the activation function and optimization techniques,
YOLOv5 mainly uses Leaky ReLU and Sigmoid activation
functions. Moreover, as the optimization, it uses SGD and
ADAM optimization techniques [16]. We represented the
YOLOv5 model architecture in Figure 4.

In YOLOv5, it has five different pre-trained checkpoints
for object detection. Firstly, we explore the case of the
YOLOv5n (Nano) pre-trained model. In general, it always
uses an image size of 640 × 640, and its mAP is 28.0 on
the scale of 0.5:0.95 and 45.7 on the scale of 0.5. That pre-
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trained model CPU (b1) based speed is 45 ms, 6.3 ms V100
(b1), 0.6 ms V100 b32. It has 1.9 million parameters and
4.5 billion FLOPs @640 (B) [16]. Secondly, the YOLOv5s
(Small) pre-trained model always uses an image size of 640
× 640, and its mAP is 37.4 on the scale of 0.5:0.95 and
56.8 on the scale of 0.5. That pre-trained model CPU (b1)
based speed is 98 ms, 6.4 ms V100 (b1), 0.9 ms V100 b32.
It has 7.2 million parameters and 16.5 billion FLOPs @640
(B) [17].

Likewise, in the YOLOv5m (Medium) pre-trained model,
it always uses an image size of 640 × 640, and its mAP is
45.4 on the scale of 0.5:0.95 and 64.1 on the scale of 0.5.
This pre-trained model CPU (b1) based speed is 224 ms,
8.2 ms V100 (b1), 1.7 ms V100 b32. It has 21.2 million
parameters and 49.0 billion FLOPs @640 (B). Furthermore,
the YOLOv5l (Large) pre-trained model always uses an
image size of 640 × 640, and its mAP is 49.0 on the scale of
0.5:0.95 and 67.3 on the scale of 0.5. That pre-trained model
CPU (b1) based speed is 430 ms, 10.1 ms V100 (b1), 2.7 ms
V100 b32. It has 46.5 million parameters and 109.1 billion
FLOPs @640 (B). Finally, the YOLOv5x (Extra Large) pre-
trained model uses an image size of 640 × 640, and its mAP
is 50.7 on the scale of 0.5:0.95 and 68.9 on the scale of
0.5. That pre-trained model CPU (b1) is based on the speed
of 766 ms, 12.1 ms V100 (b1), and 4.8 ms V100 b32. It
has 86.7 million parameters and 205.7 billion FLOPs @640
(B) [16-17]. But, for our proposed dataset of facial mask
recognition tasks, we implemented YOLOv5 nano, small
and medium pre-trained checkpoints.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
For the mask detection, we implemented the YOLOv5
model along with YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, and YOLOv5m
pre-trained models. During the training period, the proposed
model has a batch size of 8, a learning rate of 0.001, and
trained 75 epochs for each pre-trained model. Precision,
recall, F-score, and mAP are mainly used for measuring
the exact accuracy of detecting the object. Precision mainly
focused on the accurate prediction and recall measures
that the positive classes detect easily. Precision and recall
are calculated by the below formulas. Here, Pos denoted
Positive, Neg denoted Negative, T denoted True and F
denoted False.

Precision =
True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(1)

Recall = T _Positive
T _Positive + F _Negative (2)

Accuracy is mainly used as another metric for measuring
the performance of the classification. Here, T denoted True
and F denoted False also. The equation of accuracy and
error is illustrated below:

Accuracy = T _Pos + T _Neg
T _Pos + T _Neg + F _Pos + F _Neg (3)

Error = 1−Accuracy (4)

The mean average of precision (mAP) is the average of the
AP calculated for all the classes. The equation of mAP is
given below:

Mean Avg Precision (mAP ) =
∑Q

q =0 AveP (q)

Q
(5)

In the statistical analysis of the binary classification, the
F-score or F-measure is a proportion of a test’s precision.
It is determined by precision and recall of the test, where
the precision is the quantity of genuine positive outcomes
partitioned by the quantity of every single positive outcome,
including those not recognized accurately, and the recall
is the quantity of genuine positive outcomes separated
by the quantity of all examples that ought to have been
distinguished as sure. Precision is otherwise called positive
predicted value, and recall is also known as sensitivity in
diagnostic binary classification. The equation of F-score is
the given below:

F = 2 × P × R

P + R
(6)

A. YOLOV5N PRE-TRAINED MODEL
IMPLEMENTATIONS OUTCOME
Our achieved outcomes are remarkable compared with the
data and image quality. Because from Bangladesh’s per-
spective it is very tough to collect data properly due to
the limitations of camera facilities. Moreover, there are
existing different types of images such as noisy images,
light capacity, sunlight, shadow, and others. For that reason
achieving good results is comparatively hard.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix for YOLOv5n using proposed
dataset

In this section, we represented the outcomes of the
YOLOv5n pre-trained model using our proposed dataset
for mask detections. In Figure 5, we showed the confusion
matrix where the result is 0.95 for mask detection, 0.97 for
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no mask detection, and 0.85 for mask not in the correct
position detection. This is the benchmark score for the
proposed dataset.

(a) Precision

(b) Recall

Figure 6. Precision and recall curve for YOLOv5n

After that, our concern is the precision and recall score for
the proposed dataset. Precision scores are mainly dependent
on accurate prediction, and recall scores can measure easily
detect positive classes. We trained the whole dataset using
batch size 8 and ran 75 epochs. During the training, for
the YOLOv5n pre-trained model the best precision score
is 0.89078 which is the benchmark score of our proposed
dataset. To extend, for the same pre-trained model the
best recall score is 0.9019 which is also a benchmark
score for the same dataset. Precision and recall curves
are represented in Figure 6. Figure 6(a), represented the
precision vs confidence score and Figure 6(b) represented
the recall vs confidence score.

After the precision and recall score, precision vs recall
and F1 scores are more important for the proposed dataset.
Precision vs recall and F1 curves are represented in Figure
7. In Figure 7(a), the precision vs recall score is represented,

(a) Precision vs Recall

(b) F1 curve

Figure 7. Precision vs Recall and F1 curve for YOLOv5n

and Figure 7(b) represented the F1 score curve for the
YOLOv5n pre-trained model.

B. YOLOV5S PRE-TRAINED MODEL IMPLEMENTATIONS
OUTCOME
In this section, we represented the outcomes of the
YOLOv5s pre-trained model using our proposed dataset
for mask detections. In Figure 8, we showed the confusion
matrix where the result is 0.97 for mask detection, 0.97 for
no mask detection, and 0.81 for mask not in the correct
position detection. This is the benchmark score for the
proposed dataset.

After that, our concern is the precision and recall score for
the proposed dataset. Precision scores are mainly dependent
on accurate prediction, and recall scores can measure easily
detect positive classes. We trained the whole dataset using
batch size 8 and ran 75 epochs. During the training, for
the YOLOv5s pre-trained model the best precision score
is 0.90517 which is the benchmark score of our proposed
dataset. To extend, for the same pre-trained model the
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix for YOLOv5s using proposed
dataset

best recall score is 0.87601 which is also a benchmark
score for the same dataset. Precision and recall curves
are represented in Figure 9. Figure 9(a), represented the
precision vs confidence score and Figure 9(b) represented
the recall vs confidence score.

After the precision and recall score, precision vs recall
and F1 scores are more important for the proposed dataset.
Precision vs recall and F1 curves are represented in Figure
10. In Figure 10(a), the precision vs recall score is repre-
sented, and Figure 10(b) represented the F1 score curve for
YOLOv5s pre-trained model.

C. YOLOV5M PRE-TRAINED MODEL
IMPLEMENTATIONS OUTCOME
In this section, we represented the outcomes of the
YOLOv5m pre-trained model using our proposed dataset
for mask detections. In Figure 11, we showed the confusion
matrix where the result is 0.96 for mask detection, 0.95 for
no mask detection, and 0.84 for mask not in the correct
position detection. This is the benchmark score for the
proposed dataset.

After that, our concern is the precision and recall score for
the proposed dataset. Precision scores are mainly dependent
on accurate prediction, and recall scores can measure easily
detect positive classes. We trained the whole dataset using
batch size 8 and ran 75 epochs. During the training, for
the YOLOv5m pre-trained model the best precision score
is 0.85522 which is the benchmark score of our proposed
dataset. To extend, for the same pre-trained model the best
recall score is 0.8947 which is also a benchmark score for
the same dataset. Precision and recall curves are represented
in Figure 12. Figure 12(a), represented the precision vs
confidence score and Figure 12(b) represented the recall vs
confidence score.

After the precision and recall score, precision vs recall

(a) Precision

(b) Recall

Figure 9. Precision and recall curve for YOLOv5s

and F1 scores are more important for the proposed dataset.
Precision vs recall and F1 curves are represented in Figure
13. In Figure 13(a), the precision vs recall score is repre-
sented, and Figure 13(b) represented the F1 score curve for
YOLOv5m pre-trained model.

D. THE MEAN AVERAGE OF PRECISION SCORE (MAP)
IN THE SCALE OF 0.5
Many classification and object detection algorithms, such
as Faster R-CNN, MobileNet SSD, and YOLO, use Mean
Average Precision (mAP) to evaluate their models and
publish their research outcomes. The Mean Average Pre-
cision (mAP) for object detection is the average of the AP
calculated for all the classes. It is also important to note that
in some studies AP and mAP were used interchangeably.

In Figure 14, we represented the mean Average Precision
(mAP) score on a scale of 0.5. For our proposed dataset,
we got 3 types of results for three pre-trained models. For
the YOLOv5n pre-trained model, we achieved a 0.92943
score which is the benchmark result for our proposed
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(a) Precision vs Recall

(b) F1 curve

Figure 10. Precision vs Recall and F1 curve for YOLOv5s

Figure 11. Confusion matrix for YOLOv5m using proposed
dataset

(a) Precision

(b) Recall

Figure 12. Precision and recall curve for YOLOv5m

dataset. Moreover, when we worked on the YOLOv5s pre-
trained model at that time we see that the pre-trained model
achieved a 0.9469 score which is the benchmark result for
our proposed dataset. To extend, for the YOLOv5m pre-
trained model that score was 0.93473.

E. THE MEAN AVERAGE OF PRECISION SCORE (MAP)
IN THE SCALE OF 0.5:0.95
In Figure 15, we represented the mean Average Precision
(mAP) score on a scale of 0.5:0.95. For our proposed
dataset, we got results for three pre-trained models which are
YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, and YOLOv5m. For the YOLOv5n
pre-trained model, we achieved a 0.71373 score on the scale
of mAP 0.5:0.95 which is the benchmark result for our
proposed dataset. Moreover, during the training period of
the YOLOv5s pre-trained model we see that model achieved
a 0.72532 score on the scale of mAP 0.5:0.95 which is the
benchmark result for our proposed dataset. To extend, for
the YOLOv5m pre-trained model that score was 0.71753.
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Table 2. Models Comparison of Covid Face-Mask Monitoring Dataset

Model Precision Recall mAP_0.5 mAP_0.5:0.95
YOLOv5n 0.89078 0.9019 0.92943 0.71373
YOLOv5s 0.90517 0.87601 0.9469 0.72532
YOLOv5m 0.85522 0.8947 0.93473 0.71753

(a) Precision vs Recall

(b) F1 curve

Figure 13. Precision vs Recall and F1 curve for YOLOv5m

Figure 14. Mean average of precision score (mAP) in the
scale of 0.5 for proposed dataset

Figure 15. Mean average of precision score (mAP) in the
scale of 0.5:0.95 for proposed dataset

Figure 16. Output of the model during testing

F. DISCUSSION
We represented a dataset named Covid Face-Mask Monitor-
ing Dataset for detecting the mask, no mask, and mask not
wearing in the correct position and that dataset is based on
the Bangladesh perspective images. We achieved remarkable
precision, recall, mAP, and F-score results for our proposed
dataset using three pre-trained models. We represented the
confusion matrix, precision and recall curve, precision vs
recall curve, and F-score for the YOLOv5n pre-trained
model in Figures 5, 6, and 7 respectively. To extend, we also
represented the confusion matrix, precision and recall curve,
precision vs recall curve, and F-score for the YOLOv5s
pre-trained model in Figures 8, 9, and 10 respectively.
Moreover, we represented the confusion matrix, precision
and recall curve, precision vs recall curve, and F-score for
the YOLOv5m pre-trained model in Figures 11, 12, and
13 respectively. After that, we showed a mAP 0.5 score
which is the benchmark score for three pre-trained models
using our proposed dataset in Figure 14. In addition, we
represented the mAP 0.5:0.95 score for that dataset using
three pre-trained models in Figure 15. Finally, we showed a
comparison result in Table 2 and the test results in Figures
16 and 17.
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Figure 17. Output of the model during testing

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a comprehensive study
for the detection of proper face mask usage based on
a novel dataset, as it is proven to be a vital way of
preventing COVID-19 infection from person to person. For
object detection, we have used YOLOv5 and YOLOv5n,
YOLOv5s, and YOLOv5m pre-trained models to achieve
higher accuracy and better performance. To train and vali-
date our detection system, we prepared a dataset consisting
of thousands of masked and unmasked face images. We did
not just focus on the presence of masks but also on the
proper use and positioning of them, and we were able to
show that YOLOv5 is an effective and efficient model for
the use case. Our proposed solution may be implemented
in a myriad of circumstances where monitoring the proper
usage of face-mask in a crowded setup is not only limited
to CCTV observations.
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